The actor, through his/her memories, images and own representations, will confer the perfect resonance to his/her gestures and scenic actions. Linked to the performance, the representation, the mental images and the internal view give life, uniqueness, beauty and truthfulness to the part, construct the scenic imagery in an expressive and original manner. The actor, in his/her creation, uses on one hand his/her memory (sensorial, visual, auditive, gustatory, olfactive, kinesthetic, imagistic, voluntarily cognitive, involuntary and affective) and his/her past experiences and, on the other hand, sensations, perceptions, representations and reproductive imagination. Memory and imagination, the representations and mental images, thus become primordial tools in scenic creation, having the extraordinary power of updating on an intuitive level, relevant and significative, the actor's experiences. If through memory the actor has the possibility of reproducing, evoking and experiencing sound, image, situations, spaces, circumstances and relations from his/her prior experience, through representations, images and his/her reproductive memory, he/she detaches him/herself from this concrete reality and is able to create a new world, imaginary and fantastic. The actor has to be aware of the tools he/she works with, has to develop his/her flexibility and the mobility of his/her imagination through the reconstruction and recombination of certain representations, by elaborating images: evoking an image, studying it in detail, completing, developing and direct influence of the image through
images, to his/her own view. These images become a permanent virtual existence during the process of creation, the physical and internal action of the actor being linked to these images. The secret of the creative transformation of the actor consists in the power of representation and images, which transpire beyond his/her psyche, in his/her own body. Thus, he/she has to be able to elaborate an internal pattern, truthful, expressive and original and to translate it into physical expression, an unremitting experiment with the relation which forms between body, voice and his/her own internal vision, to sustain it and update it in order to preserve it alive an unaltered. Thus, if the actor succeeds in imagining and belonging to this image, then he/she begins his/her creative transformation.
Therefore, the actor's ability of generating images and mental expressive representations, from memory or imagination, is a primordial condition of talent and scenic creation. The actor has to develop this capacity, has to work with his/her imagination and with his/her own creative visions. He/she has to allow them to become part of his/her subconscious, to develop and emerge into a new form, strong, alive and original. He/she has to be searching for active images, has to know how to transform, evoke and create them. The actor has to become aware of the power of his/her own representations, from memory, as well as his/her dynamic capacity of imagining, of restructuring, recombining, accommodating and elaborating representations of memory into expressive representations, new and original. Memory and imagination thus become main tools for the actor in perfecting his/her creation.
Memories are always physical reactions, because what we saw and felt resonates in us through the eyes and skin which haven't forgotten, as Grotowski 1 says. The actor's activity of remembering an experience may involve a reactivation of images, of representations or prior experiences from a sensorial and affective perspective. Through remembrance, as Aristotle 2 mentioned, the whole progress of the event is reactivated, to the minutest detail, with the afferent sentiment, as though the memory were real. As a memory updates, it has the unique quality of "taking life into an image" 3 and of materializing, thus, as we try and remember a past grief, we shall have the impression of feeling it for real, as Bergson mentioned, because "the progress of memory consists of it materializing" 4 .
But when the actor remembers a past event, most of the times, in his/her mind there is a succession of images or even an amalgamated image. A representation of the past with new meanings. When the actor tries to bring in his/her memory a past event, this remembrance, ultimately, has the power to evoke and to wake up images of forgotten deeds. More interesting is the fact that these deeds have a striking quality, besides a voluntary action, of compressing and recreating into a new image, particular and almost poetic. Stanislavsky names this phenomenon the process of crystalizing memories and feelings which takes place in the "affective memory" 5 , the memory being the sum of many past events, details and particular features, contained by the subject's memory. All of these form a "sole big memory of homogeneous feelings, condensed and deepened […] . It is pure, denser, more compact, more comprising and more significant that reality itself." 6
In this case, are we talking about memory or about imagination? Emotional memory cleanses remembrance, through the filter of time and preserves the essence, process which is translated from a psychological point 2 Aristotel, Parva naturalia. Scurte tratate de științe naturale, Trad. Șerban Mironescu și Constantin Noica, Ed. Științifică, București, 1972, p. 54 (our translation of view as to what Golu named the "forgotten" 7 phenomenon, the final product being a new image. Thus if memory, in its updating hypostasis, appeals to images as simple remembrances of concrete things prior precepted, in the case of reproductive imagination, things differ through their importance and quality. The imagination has the exquisite quality of bringing back from memory a remembrance and of recreating it, "through the update and permanent transformation of images and details" 8 .
This new creation isn't based on an activity of the memory, because it doesn't have the ability of transforming or combining one or several experiences, the memory being tributary to the objective reality, to the already acquired material, previously stored. In this case, imagination, through its associative and amalgaming possibilities, generates a new image, decomposed into segments, in component parts, amalgamed and recombined representations and creates a new image, one that is interesting and unusual. The imagination marks a content, through its "indication" 9 function, it delimits and associates it, becoming not only an allusion for another memory, but also the source of creation for other images.
Through this association of images and perceptions, imagination helps the subject to extract what the mind has already memorized. While memory creates the detail which the subject needs in order to remember information, imagination concentrates on transforming and recreating it, through new and interesting ways of processing. This association is not an action determined by reason, but by certain principles which associate ideas of these objects and afterwards unify them into imagination. This mechanism of reproductive imagination is close to the creative imagination, having an important function in the creative process, in the actor's art. By associating certain situations, the actor doesn't only create an imaginative comparison, but also develops new associative structures, compares them, opposes them and afterwards creates new original images. A far away object may acquire familiar valences through association with a similar one. Reproductive imagination generates new elements, starting with the subject's own experience, but endows them with a feeling of strangeness. This creates an unknown situation which is perceived prior, in a direct manner. In this case, there intervenes not only the modification of an evocation, but also the compositional reconstruction of a memory. Reproductive imagination constructs and changes permanently. It uses memories with reproductive value, but also the ones with reconstructive and creative valences, by restructuring prior experiences of the subject into an image or a succession of new, unfamiliar images. In this sense, the actor, through an amalgaming process, may reorganize his/her memories, recreating them in the sense of scenic necessity, thus exploring things and events unknown to him/her, but possible in the future. This process of reproductive imagination offers the actor infinite possibilities of creating fantastic worlds, through amalgamation and adhesion of real, objective elements, to images and fantasies, transforming a representation into a new mental image.
Therefore, reproductive imagination in the creative process is what makes possible the recreation of personal experiences, memories and acquired information and it also makes possible their transformation into strong and active images for the actor's psyche. If in the case of memory, images are reproductions of reality, in the case of reproductive imagination, images and experiences, even if not based on reality, subordinate to the law of becoming. Thanks to this mechanism of re-actualization, imagination is not based on a negative feed-back, meaning that re-actualizing the experiences must be made without changing them, as in the case of memory, but rather a positive feed-back, meaning the removal of elements and "imagistic products from the primary data from which they elaborate" 10 .
Being aware of the power of reproductive imagination, the actor should not hunt a past memory, but let it change or even transform. Thus, what he/she imagines to see, feel or believe will always be under the sign of the present. This circumstance will make the actor curious each time, it will make him/her want to convey the new reconstructed images through his/her reproductive imagination and, nonetheless, will react each time as to a novelty, which unfolds for the first time under his/her eyes or in his/her mind.
The constructive function and even the reconstruction of an experience with which the reproductive imagination operates makes a certain situation always seem new, conducting to a sense of reality which the subject has not known or perceived before in a direct manner. In this case, there intervenes not only the modification of an evocation, but also the compositional reconstruction of certain representations, adequate to the given situation. Because imagination has its own mechanism, internal, dynamic and transformative, layered with an external mechanism from the "affective-motivational sphere (fright gives birth to monsters and hunger generates imagining abundant meals)" 11 , in the actor's imagination original images can occur, complex and theatrical, with an acute dramatic character.
Reproductive imagination constructs and changes permanently. It uses memories with reproductive value, from memory, and those with reconstructive value, by restructuring prior experiences of the subject. In this sense, the actor can reorganize past memories and create them in the sense of necessity for his/her scenic creations, exploring things and events unknown to him/her, but possible in the future.
Memory, the representation and reproductive imagination are associative processes, which should not be mistaken. If memory is that which truthfully reproduces experiences and information acquired by the individual, the representation and the reproductive imagination detach from reality. Representation updates and systemizes, it actively structures and reconstructs a perceptive experience, presenting the elaborated material as a symbol, as an "intuitive-concrete, schematic, figurative image" 12 .
Representation is simultaneously a product and a process, as well as a systemizing, structuring and reorganizing of the perceptive experience, as well as the product of this process, which results in a mental image. It is characterized by the actualization made in an intuitive, figurative, but relevant and significant manner of the experience, through generalizing it into an image. The role of representation is thus significant for reproductive imagination. When the subject imagines and creates realities which he/she never perceived, he/she appeals to "representations, combinations of a scene of a reproductive-imaginative type" 13 .
Representation from memory produces and certain objects in their absence, evokes them and actualizes them in an imaginative way. Memory representations are truthful to the prior material of the subject. They do not posses the power to transform into a new experience, they are static representations which present the image of the object, the experience in the circumstance in which it was perceived and lived. That is why, in a scenic context, they are so hard to integrate in the pattern or in the internal structure of the character. These images can rather be used by the actor as associative instruments, with comparational value, which facilitate the knowledge and understanding of scenic situations and of a reference model by reproducing situations, places and spaces, events or exceptional scenes from the actor's personal life.
Representation is part of the sensorial knowledge of things, next to two other forms of knowledge: sensation and perception.
Sensations represent, as do memory and representation, a sort of primordial matter for the imagination. Sensations fuel, as Zlate 14 mentions, the associative links, favoring fictive compositions. Imagination draws inspiration from the real, but without copying it, because imagination borrows elements of the real, then modifies and combines them in a new "manner" 15 . What is important in regard to sensations is the fact that they are not only the material with which imagination functions and through which images form, but that they also figure among the "conditions of forming images" 16 . They are instruments or constitutive elements, but also causal ones, provoking and sustaining reality. Most times, "images suggested by a sensation also have the character of the sensation's objectivity" 17 .
Sensations constitute the basis on which perceptions evolve. These are linked with representations (which cannot develop unless certain perceptions take place), with reason (they bring information, analyze and synthetize certain concrete situations from a perceptive perspective), with memory (material for representation) and with imagination.
Imagination has been mistaken most of the time with perception or reduced to this process, because it has the capacity of reproducing a representation or that of creating new images from prior data, through associations. 14 If Bachelard 18 states the distinction between these two phenomena, saying that to perceive and to imagine are as antithetical as the presence and the absence, Zlate, on the other hand, says that imagination and perception are two processes which influence and sustain in reciprocity. Imagination, in his opinion, isn't limited to just inserting itself in a prior cognitive material, repeating it, but has a "native spatial-temporal function" 19 which allows it to prefigurate, to present in an anticipatory manner the perceptive content. Therefore, these are not opposed, but rather they complete each other. The truth of the theory stating that imagination limits itself only to repeating a prior material is not entirely true. Imagination, even though it starts with and is based on perception, is also conditioned by it, does not repeat it, but rather takes it one step further. Imagination doesn't build up on an empty terrain, but on one which disposes of representations, of the dates of the imagination, preserved in memory, thus "the imaginative product once obtained closes itself, fixes and stabilizes, taking sometimes the shape of perception" 20 .
Thus perception constitutes for the actor the primary matter for his/her reproductive imagination. Through his/her imagination, the actor will be able to construct a new imaginative product, one that has not been prior perceived, which starts from the representations and the data from his/her memory, that can be fixed and stand as perceptions.
Reproductive imagination, starting from the memory data and mental representations, builds new images and realities without a correspondent in the past experience of the individual. Combining experiences from real life with his/her imaginary world, the actor has the possibility of experiencing a new world, one that is complex, full of representations and interesting images, with innovating content.
The forms of representation depend on the development stage in which the actor's imagination is, and they may be shallow representations or rather strong ones, full of dynamism, loaded with clear and concrete images.
If through representation the individual finds him/herself in a continuous process of experimenting and knowledge, not in a perceptible reality, but in a substitute reality, for the actor representation is a tool, the same as memory and reproductive imagination. The representations generated by imagination may refer to real objects, as Golu said, that is representations of objects and places which the individual has never perceived per se, but also to ideal objects, which he/she is about to create. Therefore, in the scenic context, representations are important tools in creating a part, because they are permanently fueling the actor's imagination. Representations must become eidetic images for the actor, strong, alive, bearing the same intensity, freshness and vivacity as authentic perception. Representations may be loaded with detail and dominated by imagination, because representation is nothing else but a body of expressions created to "communicate to others our own images" 21 .
Representations are images from the subject's memory, but they can also be mental images which are not based on an image from memory, they are those visions constructed by the actor's imagination and phantasy, and are unfamiliar to the subject. Representations restructured by the reproductive imagination represent the most important source for creatively elaborating scenic tasks 22 . The images with a strong impact on the actor's psyche are those built by the reproductive imagination from prior elements and memory, recombined in new imaginative elements, without correspondence in the subject's past. Thus, "the suggestive power, the representative character of the logged image may facilitate a quality expression. In these situations, especially when separate elements unify in a new imaginative product as to achieve expression, the actor's capacity or the student-actor's capacity of approaching elements, of evoking pictorial elements, of synthetizing them in an organic whole, all in all, the capacity of restructuring must conduct to achieving an original product." 23 Representations, mental images generated by the reproductive imagination are much more complex than those representations that are generated by memory, because they may refer to real objects (representations of objects and places that we have prior perceived, read about or heard of), and to ideal objects which the subject has never perceived, which he/she is about to create with his/her imagination. These are dynamic images, they are the images of the object transformed in a succession of situations and possible feelings, thanks to "imagistic dynamism" 24 .
There is a strong link between the restructured, original image and scenic expressivity, between the image and the faith in the simulated act, between the image and the emotional responses, between emotion and affection. Images built by the reproductive imagination are active images which tend to become a veridic reality, permanently restructuring, because a new image is not an exact operation, but rather a dynamic operation, "an accommodation and re-accommodation internal process, a continuous feedback elaboration-expression, expression-re-elaboration (restructuring)" 25 .
The originality of reproductive imagination also relies in its relation to reason and affect, because each idea gives birth to an image and, implicitly, this image leads to an emotion. This strong link between ideas, images and feelings is also underlined by Gheorghe Neacşu, who says that another process through which we can see the originality of imagination is the ideative elaboration of scenic tasks. Most resolutions of creation are not created by the intuitive elements, but by ideas, linked with strong affective images, so, as Neacşu says, the more original the elaborative ideas are, the greater their chance of materializing in stage expressions and actions, because they eventually make possible the plasticization of "imagined behavior" 26 .
Hence, ideas lead to images which provoke action. Behind the words of a text there is an interior film that justifies and always animates the actor's action onstage, because he/she contains, as Stanislavsky said, a multitude of interior perspectives of the part and of the play, each embodying different what if-s, figment of imagination, of proposed situation, "made out of small or big truths and of the faith in them, created from adaptations and other elements" 27 . Therefore, if the word is that which has to create interior visions in the actor, strong images, visual, olfactive and auditive sensations, they should be strongly linked to his/her internal representations. The interior film or subtext should picture in an expressive and visual manner the fiction created in his/her imagination. Thus the interior vision will generate and provoke appropriate feelings, consistent with the imagined object, it will reflect visions related to the character's visions. The subtext created from an imagistic compositional material, permanently present in the actor's mind, is parallel with his/her actions and the scenic situations. It sustains, anticipates and gives novelty to the internal images of the actor, because it is not the words that are important, but what the actor does with these words, how he/she gives life to these inanimate words and, nevertheless, how he/she transforms them into verb, into action. Mihai Golu 28 says that a representation or a mental image, whether it is from memory or imagination (the nature of the object can be a real one, meaning that the object has indeed existed, that is exists and acts, or an imaginary one, created by the fantasy of the subject), presents certain properties and ideal characteristics. We can conceive an evaluation system for the level of pertinence, relevance and, nonetheless, of expressivity of the abovementioned. This appreciation is, in one's opinion, indispensable and can measure the intensity and the veracity level of the representation, as well as the actor's faith in his/her own image. Thus, in order for an image to be expressive, it should first of all be an intense one, strong, poignant, alive and very clear. The intensity of the representation may be determined by many conditions. No matter if we are talking about a representation of memory or a mental image created by the imagination, this should be a fixed one, the subject should have a large number of perceptive or imaginative contacts with the objects and they should always be updated. Given the fact that in our case the representations have as generative source memory and imagination, creating them in a scenic context underlines the actor's capacity to imaginatively transpose, his/her capacity of involvement and his/her faith in the evoked image. Also the stability of the image, meaning the duration it stays in the clear field of consciousness of updated representations or generated by the imagination, as Golu 29 understood the significance of representation.
The veracity of representation or of a mental image may be measured linked to the level of "completeness and relevance" 30 , which refers to the quantity of information and detail summed by the representation that can have the same value as an authentic perception or may contain a lesser level of competition. This hierarchy is conditioned by the state of familiarity of the reflected object, by the intuitive-imagistic power of the subject, but also by the level of identification (empathy) which is created between the subject and the object. As a representation is richer in elements and "assures a deeper and more complex description of the object" 31 , then the level of relevance is higher.
In conclusion, as the intensity of the image is greater, it reflects certain motivational traits for the subject, as from unfamiliar it becomes familiar and personal, then the impact on the individual and on the receptor is greater; as the level of completion (which comes with more information and detail), then it can obtain the valence of an authentic perception; as a representation is richer in elements and depicts more details, which form, in essence, the object, then the level of relevance and faith is higher.
Throughout his/her creation, the actor should always be in a correspondence relationship with the internal informational pattern (image, scheme, symbol) and with the scenic reality. The nature of the scenic object may be a real one, from the subject's memory (the object existed and still exists and so it creates an action), or an imaginary one, a figment, created by phantasy and imagination (the object was never encountered in the perceptive experience of the subject). In the first case, the image is representative for the perception and the sensation and it assumed "establishing a direct informational circuit between the subject and the object" 32 . In this case, the object is present and it acts on the sensorial apparatus of the actor, determining "the elaboration of the image" 33 .
In the second case, the image is representative for reasoning and for the reproductive imagination and it assumes a complex of transformations applied not to the real object in a direct manner, but to its perceptive image, as it was fixed and remembered in the memory of the subject, as Golu says. 31 Ibidem. 32 Ibidem. 33 Ibidem.
The role of representation in a scenic context determines the originality and expressivity of the imagination. In the case of memory, representations unite in an associative manner and help evoke and actualize certain anterior and analogue experiences with the scenic situation, through a direct relationship between the events. In the case of reproductive imagination, these have the extraordinary power of reproducing in a modified manner, the subject training in imagining new realities that the subject never encountered in his/her perceptive experience, in an original and animated way, through an indirect, imaginative relationship. The importance of the representation in creating an interior vision, in gaining faith and in the performing process is also underlined by Stanislavki, who said that to listen is to see what the conversation is about, and to talk is to depict visual images that lead to correspondent feelings.
That is why the actor has to clearly see everything that the figment of his/her imagination will depict in an expressive and visual way, he/she has to understand the essence of the things he/she is about to transmit, he/she has to embody them. The actor needs images "to assume the subtext and the interior visions that the actor is about to express" 34 . These images, whether we are talking about the memory's representations, the ones of the reproductive imagination or just fictional ones, influence the interior action of the actor, sustain his/her internal vision on the part and will motivate "the illustrative subtext" 35 . They will build a bridge between the strange world of the character and the world of the actor. Through them, the actor will create a continuous interior film that will play on the screen of his/her inner world and will make him/her act as he/she talks or sits in silence on stage. The actor must be aware of the importance of his/her visions, of the images and personal representations, he/she must gain the liberty and ease of creating and generating them continuously, linking them to the fictive world of the 34 K. S. Sanislavski, Munca actorului cu sine însuși, Trad. Lucia Demetrius și Sonia Filip, Ed. De Stat pentru Literatră și Artă, București, 1955, p. 459 (our translation) . 35 Idem, character. The representations should be baits or incentive for his/her subconscious. They will act, complete and permanently revive his/her creation. For the actor, they should have a high level of relevance, competition and plenitude, they should be strong, stable and active. The originality of imagination consists of the expressivity of the evocation or of imagining a new reality through representations of memory and reproductive imagination and through the organic relationship between these and the physical expression -the scenic performance.
Through his/her representations and images, the actor will give "the right resonance for each detail" 36 of his/her gestures, movements, actions, mimic and scenic speech. They are the ones that animate, confer uniqueness, beauty and vivacity to the part and form the scenic image in an expressive and original manner ("they can be originated in the already imprinted experience from the memory or, more frequently, from intuitive or ideational data, dispersed or strange to the creative task, but which are integrated, through the effort of invention, into a new significance" 37 ).
If through memory the actor may use his/her past experiences in creating certain scenes, through representations and mental images he/she can update them into an intuitive manner, relevant and significant to a certain experience. The actor, in his/her creation, uses on one hand his/her memory (sensorial, visual, auditive, gustatory, olfactive, kinesthetic, imagistic, voluntarily cognitive, involuntary and affective) and his/her past experiences and, on the other hand, his/her sensations, perceptions, representations and his/her reproductive imagination. If through memory the actor, in a scenic context, has the capacity of reproducing, evoking and experiencing sounds, images, situations, spaces, circumstances and relationships from his/her prior experience, thorough representations, images and reproductive imagination, 36 Henri Delacroix, Psihologia Artei. Eseu aupra activităţii artistice, Trad. Victor Ivanovici şi Virgil Mazilescu, Ed. Meridiane, Bucureşti, 1983, p. 153 (our translation) . 37 Gheorghe Neacșu, Transpunere şi expresivitate scenică, Ed. Academiei Republicii Socialiste România, Bucureşti, 1971, p. 73 (our translation) .
